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ABSTRACT
Since the beginning of the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic, virus
isolation in the infected patient was only possible for a short
period of time and it was striking that this occurred constantly
and did not provide guidance on the clinical course. This fact
led to confusion about the efficacy of some of the drugs initially used, which seemed to have a high efficiency in viral
clearance and proved ineffective in modifying the course of
the disease. The immune response also did not prove to be definitive in terms of evolution, although most of the patients
with very mild disease had a weak or no antibody response,
and the opposite was true for the most severe patients.
With whatever the antibody response, few cases have been
re-infected after a first infection and generally, those that have,
have not reproduced a spectrum of disease similar to the first
infection. Among those re-infected, a large number have been
asymptomatic or with very few symptoms, others have had a
moderate picture and very few have had a poor evolution.
Despite this dynamic of rapid viral clearance, laboratory
tests were still able to generate positive results in the recovery
of genomic sequences and this occurred in patients who were
already symptom-free, in others who were still ill and in those
who were very seriously ill. There was also no good correlate.
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For this reason and with the perspective of this year and
the half of pandemic, we compiled what the literature leaves
us in these aspects and anticipating that, as always in biology,
there are cases that jump the limits of the general behavior of
the dynamics of infection in general.
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Persistencia y viabilidad de SARS-CoV-2 en la
primoinfección y reinfecciones
RESUMEN
Desde el inicio de la epidemia por SARS-CoV-2, el aislamiento del virus en el paciente infectado era posible solo
durante un periodo corto de tiempo y llamaba la atención
que esto ocurría de una manera constante y no orientaba sobre la evolución clínica. Este hecho, indujo a confusión sobre
la eficacia de algunos de los fármacos utilizados inicialmente
que parecían tener una gran eficiencia en el aclarado viral y
que resultaron ineficaces para modificar el curso de la enfermedad. La respuesta inmune tampoco se mostraba definitiva
para aventurar la evolución aunque la mayoría de los pacientes que tenían una enfermedad muy leve, tenían una débil o
nula respuesta de anticuerpos y en los más graves pasaba lo
contrario.
Con cualquiera que haya sido la respuesta de anticuerpos,
pocos casos han vuelto a infectarse tras una primo-infección
y generalmente, los que lo han hecho, no han reproducido un
espectro de enfermedad similar a la primera infección. Entre
los re-infectados, gran parte han sido asintomáticos o con
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muy pocos síntomas, otros han tenido un cuadro moderado y
muy pocos han tenido mala evolución.
Pese a esa dinámica de rápido aclaramiento viral, las pruebas de laboratorio podían seguir siendo capaces de generar
positivos en la recuperación de secuencias genómicas y esto
ocurría en pacientes libres ya de síntomas, en otros que seguían enfermos y en los muy graves. Tampoco había un buen
correlato.
Por eso y con la perspectiva de este año y medio de pandemia recopilamos lo que nos deja la literatura en estos aspectos adelantando que, como siempre en biología, existen casos
que saltan los límites del comportamiento general de la dinámica de la infección en general.
Palabras clave: COVID-19, Dinámica viral, Recuperación de material genético viral, Reinfección, SARS-CoV-2, Persistencia de PCR.

INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the SARS CoV2 infection pandemic, the scientific world has wondered about the pathogenesis
of the disease, the persistence of viable viruses, the duration
of transmissibility, and the risk of reinfection. Diagnostic tests
based on the presence of nucleic acids persisted positive in
some patients for weeks and even months and it took a certain period of time to demonstrate their dissociation with viral
viability.

The recovery of viable viruses is estimated in 8 days after
the onset of symptoms and the rate of RT-PCR cycles that suggest viral viability is estimated in equal or less than 28.
Immunosuppression is a conditioning factor that may
prolong this time window, being exceptional in these cases a
lapse of more than 20 days [3,7]. On the other hand, the clinical severity of the disease conditions the immune response
and it is not clear if conditions also the viral dynamics [8].
Forty-four per cent of infections occur before the onset of
symptoms [5] and in general, there is no transmission capacity
from the tenth day of the onset of the disease. In fact, quarantine recommendations have been made for those infected with
this criterion [9]. This does not mean that viral RNA cannot be
recovered from organic samples beyond this period.
There are many studies that establish the re-positivity of
RT-PCR in recovered patients, even those who had previously
made the test negative. In a review of these series [10], figures ranging from 2.4% to the highest of 69.2% are given and
with intervals from discharge from 1 to 38 days and up to 82
days after the onset of symptoms. The vast majority of patients
are asymptomatic, but in some of these studies, up to 44.7%
have some mild symptoms of those related to acute COVID;
few have a worse course of the disease and some die [10-12].

Over time, some unknowns such as those mentioned have
been cleared up, but others such as the duration of immunity,
vaccine efficacy, the risk of longer-term reinfections and the
clinical forms of second infections appear.

The factors that determine this re-positivization (viral
genetic material, viable or not), and its meaning (genome remains; viral persistence or even reactivation and finally reinfection) is determined by multiple factors, some of which are
independent of the disease proper biology, such as technical
errors (false negatives, false positives) and cross reactions with
other coronaviruses.

The Committee on COVID of the Illustrious College of
Physicians of Madrid, has received questions both about the
persistence of the viral presence during primary infection and
about reinfections that it has tried to answer after multidisciplinary discussions.

Others depend on the biology of the virus itself, such as
the initial viral load [13,14], the possible intermittent excretion
or the different persistence time of the new variants [15]. Also,
on the type of organic samples analyzed (high or low respiratory secretions, blood, feces) [4, 16].

This document collects the questions received and the
answers that in the current state of knowledge we have been
able to offer.

Finally, determining factors of the patient. The immune
status is shown as a very determining factor, as well as the
medications received and age.

WHAT ARE THE VIRAL DYNAMICS IN PRIMARY
SARS-CoV-2 INFECTION AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
MICROBIOLOGICAL TESTS DURING THE CLINICAL
COURSE?
It is very well documented that, after the acquisition of
the virus, the replicative curve and the consequent viral load
has a great rise between the second and third day before the
onset of symptoms, reaching their zenith immediately before
and in the first week of the disease, to decrease in the following days [1-4].
The microbiological data on virus recovery, RNA quantification and pathogenic viability in cell line cultures reflect and
are consistent with the transmission capacity and infectivity
collected in epidemiological and observational studies during
the pandemic [5, 6].

Improving knowledge of the viral dynamics and its modifications with the different variants and with the immune response is essential to be able to speak with greater conviction
about persistence, reactivation or recurrence and reinfection
and to be able to sustain the quarantine recommendations for
patients on recovery of the primary infection in the successive
phases of the epidemic.
HOW MUCH AND WHAT DOES REINFECTION WITH
SARS-CoV-2 INVOLVE?
Reinfection, defined as the positivization of the RT-PCR,
beyond three months after the primary infection, (definition accepted in the literature) whether with clinical symptoms or not,
is another face of the SARS-CoV-2 disease, well documented.
Considering reinfection with a criterion of microbiological
as well as clinical certainty, goes beyond simply re-positivizing
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the RT-PCR. It requires demonstrating by genetic sequencing
that the first and second episode viruses have a sufficiently
different structure from what might be expected based on the
mutation rate of the original inoculum. That is, to confirm that
we are dealing with a differentiated clone or a phylogenetically different virus. Unviable demonstration in the day-to-day of
most healthcare structures [17-20].
We know that with SARS-CoV-2 there is an early drop in
antibodies titer, including low or no generation in mild clinical
conditions [13, 22], although there are more and more studies
that measure neutralizing antibodies (anti-S) and provide data
on longer duration of these than ordinarily we titrate them in
the standard clinical follow-up tests, suggesting that there may
be a more durable protection than we initially intuited and more
consistent with the reality of the observations [23, 24].
Added to this is the large number of patients who passed
the primary infection asymptomatic and unnoticed (figures up
to 10 times the clinically documented according to serological
prevalence studies). Likewise, the casual observation in asymptomatic samples of RT-PCR positivity in subjects who have
already passed the disease and are outside the known time
frame for viral persistence or its genomic fragments.
In addition to the drip of communication of cases with
the certainty of being faced with a different virus, and therefore defining reinfection [25-32], studies are appearing that
focus the estimates of reinfection.
There is a Danish series of observational follow-up of a
long court of infected with positive RT-PCR in the first months
of the pandemic (until June 20), and measure how many of
these are re-infected (September to December 20), 0.65% of
them did.
A parallel cohort of not infected in the first wave, positivized up to 3.25%. The work shows that the primary infection
generates an important but not total protection [33].
Austria has a retrospective observational epidemiological
study along the same lines and, taking into account the weaknesses of these measurements, it gives equivalent figures in a
proportion of 0.27% of reinfections and 2.85 of new infections
in the second wave [34].
The British SIREN study performs clinical, serological and
microbiological monitoring of two large cohorts of health personnel (younger and with greater exposure). One cohort with
proven primary infection and another virgin to the infection.
They once again demonstrate accumulated incidences of new
infections in similar ratios (0.5% and 2.2% respectively). Again,
significant protection is evidenced after natural infection, at
least up to 5 months, but not complete. The study makes a
comparison with what is known about vaccines and equates
their protection to that of natural infection [35].
Italy, confirms reinfection rates of 0.31%, with a mean
follow-up interval of 230 days, in Lombardy, one of its most
severely affected regions at the beginning of the epidemic.
This incidence of infection is 13 times lower than that of the
virgin population [36].

The United States provides another interstate series, based
on a database of 3,257,478 persons with conventional serology performed (11.6% positive and 88.6% negative and 0.1%
doubtful) and studies the number of PCR positives at an average follow-up time of 390 days per person and again shows
infection rates of 0.3% for those initially serologically positive
and 3% for those negative [37].
These repeatedly similar figures confirm, with different
methodologies, a significant protection at least one year after
immunization.
Reinfection considered only from a clinical point of view
is a fact that is attended on time and with many probabilities
that the frequency with which we see it is much lower than
what happens in reality due to considerations of inadvertent
disease, both for the first as for the second episode and the
demonstrative figures from these observational studies.
The literature recognizes this and there are proposals to
diagnose reinfection with clinical criteria [38].
The new variants enter fully into reinfections and their
clinical behavior and do so fundamentally due to their higher
prevalence in a geographical location and at a specific time.
The Marseille series is very demonstrative in this sense, confirming the British variant in reinfection and the initial Wuhan
variant in the primary infection of its cases [39].
The biological advantages of infectivity and the possibility
of escape from the previous immune response are determining
factors, although at the moment the conjecture of laboratory
studies of the neutralizing capacity of the sera of convalescent
or post-vaccination patients is more than the real epidemiological evidence [35, 40-45].
We are already in a time of epidemic, in which it should
become mandatory, at least in healthcare environments of medium complexity, to have, together with the RT-PCR positivity,
more information on the strains found and the viral load or
the cycle threshold obtained. We should process more samples
and make a greater clinical, laboratory and immuno-microbiological follow-up of those infected. Naturally in controlled and
not indiscriminate studies.
Only then, when we accumulate series with more documentation after the disease produced by the different variants,
the immune response to these and after the administration of
the different vaccines, can solid conclusions be drawn about
the natural history of COVID-19 and the effectiveness of protection.
Now we cannot even ensure that natural infection conditions a greater defense than vaccines for reinfection.
WHAT DOES REINFECTION LOOK LIKE CLINICALLY AND
HOW IS THE IMMUNITY?
There are asymptomatic (most), some mild cases and others more severe than the first episode, even with a fatal evolution [28,29].
The possibility of an inflammatory potentiation mediated
by the preexistence of antibodies is once again raised [38]. Im3 of 6
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munosuppression is once again an evolutionary risk in reinfection [29, 43].
Regarding what we know about the immune status of the
reinfected people, in most cases, serologies were not available
after the first episode, in others it had become negative even
though they had responded. Others had an adequate immune
response even with neutralizing antibodies. Not enough information is available regarding specifically this type of anti-S
antibodies and their protective quantification criteria.
What seems clear is that practically everyone makes an
adequate antibody response in the first week of reinfection
and this suggests that there is a cell population with memory
that facilitates the rapid response.
In some cases, neutralizing antibodies are measured in the
nasopharyngeal mucosa in the first week after reinfection [31].
Epidemiologically, it seems that there is a greater risk of
greater exposure, as is the case with health-care workers.
Regarding the transmission capacity of the reinfected people, there is also little epidemiological data that they
behave as index cases, although some reappear in small outbreaks.
Therefore, for the purposes of clinical care and protection
against transmission, reinfection should be treated in the same
way as primary infection.

are complications of the initial phase, viral reactivation in
its interaction with the infected host or even reinfections.
Re-infection after this three-month period is rare
(less than 1%), but possible, even in the five-month period of greatest protection. All this considering that all our
references are produced in the first year of the epidemic.
In general, reinfection is asymptomatic or very benign, but it can behave like the primary infection, be
more serious and even fatal.
New variants can change what has already been described. It is probable that doing more extensive microbiological and serological follow-up series to those already
infected will show upward the possibility of reinfection.
Serological follow-up studies with measurement of
neutralizing antibodies are beginning to appear, which
equate the protection of natural infection with that
granted by vaccines
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WHAT CAN BE THE FUTURE OF REINFECTIONS?
It is possible to speculate on the future evolution of reinfections, but in the light of our current knowledge, we can
only assure that in the last months the work on reinfection
remains in similar figures to those mentioned and the difference is the time lapse between the first and the second infection. It must be taken into account that there will be a very
determining factor and it is the prevalence of the virus in the
following months. If it continues to fall, both primary and reinfection will be lower. Vaccines are proving to be effective in
this attenuation of the epidemic. The role of viral variants will
be decisive because of their prevalence at a given time and
their potential role in immune escape. Vaccines will again be
essential to curb both aspects.

CONCLUSIONS
The reproduction dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 in human
infection reaches its peak at the beginning of the symptoms of the disease, with a subsequent decrease that
makes its transmission to be minimal from the 8th day of
the disease.
Viral genome recovery techniques can remain positive for up to three months, being remains unviable for
transmission.
During this immediate period after the primary infection, reactivations of symptoms associated with the
acute disease are described, including some cases with
poor clinical evolution. It is difficult to differentiate what
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